Students celebrate the announcement of Barack Obama as President-elect Tuesday evening. The Democratic Party threw an election watch party at the Dukum Inn where many local candidates, Kirksville residents, Truman faculty and students went to watch the results come in.

By Andrea Hewitt

Student voter turned away
Student discovers registration was never received

By Andrea Hewitt Staff Reporter

On Oct. 1, junior Stephanie Wallis-Rojas discovered the hard way why voting is important on campus. She stood in line to vote, only to discover she was not registered to vote, a mistake that could have cost her the opportunity to vote. The County Clerk had no evidence of her registration, she said.

“I was really excited to vote,” she said. “It’s not like they knew I was going to vote Republican — because I am.”

“I feel that you should vote for (Barack) Obama because he is closer to you.”
Sylwia Dabrowska

VOTERS MAKE HISTORY
Obama claims sweeping victory

By ANDREA HEWITT Staff Reporter

Long lines of students waited to cast their vote for local and presidential candidates stretched outside the Student Union Building Thursday night.
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